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AN ASCETIC STATE? FASHIONING CHRISTIAN POLITICAL SERVICE 
ACROSS THE EARLY SIXTH-CENTURY MEDITERRANEAN 
 
(NOT) RENOUNCING THE WORLD, YET LEADING THE CHURCH 
At some point in his episcopate (513-518 CE), Severus, bishop of Antioch, sent a 
letter to Misael, a cubicularius at the Eastern imperial court in Constantinople. 
Severus wrote because he had heard Misael was thinking of quitting the imperial 
court for ‘the philosophical and solitary life’.1 A reader with any knowledge of late 
ancient Christian literature might expect the bishop of Antioch to cheer on his contact 
in the imperial bedchamber. By the early sixth century, the path Misael had in mind 
was well trodden. A switch from the traditional public career of the aristocratic male 
to the rigors of an ascetic life course was a hagiographic staple.2 Before becoming 
bishop of Antioch, Severus himself had abandoned a legal career, trading the chlamys 
of an advocate for the monastic habit.3 Instead, Severus rebukes Misael.  
 
But this wounds me greatly that, because your soul has been struck with 
divine love, it should dream of a philosophical and solitary life, though it is 
living in a philosophical manner and has within that which it seeks as if it 
were at a distance. For through the grace of God, while you conduct yourself 
in so chaste and ascetic a fashion, you have this privilege also that has been 
bestowed from above, I mean not only to believe in Christ, but also to suffer 
for his sake, and endure distress with Israel when in turmoil; whence also the 
illustrious crown of martyrdom is being woven for you.4 
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The reason Severus sought to dissuade Misael soon becomes clear. The cubicularius 
was simply too useful for Severus and his allies in the constantly shifting 
ecclesiastical politics of the Eastern Empire in the reign of Anastasius I (491-518), an 
era defined by conflicting views of the Council of Chalcedon (451) and the precarious 
consensus of Zeno’s Henoticon (482).5 Although Severus does not address him as 
such, at some stage in Anastasius’ reign, Misael seems to have held the office of 
praepositus sacri cubiculi: the chief official of the imperial household.6 Located at the 
very heart of imperial power, Misael was perfectly positioned to push for a stricter 
anti-Chalcedonian line at the court. To abandon his position for the solitary life was to 
abandon the cause of the church. 
 
Severus’ counter-intuitive rebuke to Misael highlights an issue surprisingly marginal 
to the historiography of both late ancient Christianity and the later Roman Empire: the 
Christian identities of imperial officials. Within the former, that marginalization stems 
from the emphases of late ancient texts, which reduce the state to a mere point of 
departure for those who pursued the true life of a Christian. Fifth- and sixth-century 
saints’ lives narrate elite men giving up hopes of public office for ascetic retreat or 
monastic community, thus ‘renouncing the world’.7 The last generation of scholarship 
has precisely worried about how to interpret this (near-ubiquitous) distinction 
between the ‘Christian’ and the ‘secular’.8 Recent accounts of monastic rules and 
saints’ lives have shown how such rhetoric was not about a total break with ‘the 
world’, but rather the appropriate calibration of relationships and activities under that 
umbrella, like the affective ties of family or economic links of production and 
exchange.9 Books by Conrad Leyser, Andrea Sterk and Claudia Rapp have shown 
how debates about the applicability of ‘ascetic’ ideals permeated discussions of 
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episcopal authority, even as bishops became civic and imperial functionaries.10 
Similarly, perceptive studies have shown how the ascetically-minded aristocrats who 
received congratulations and advice from Christian troubleshooters like Severus were 
still bound up in the world through the management of their households.11 But this 
turn in scholarship on late antiquity has yet to reach those men who continued to 
pursue more traditional career paths—likely the vast majority of elite men across the 
Mediterranean in Severus’ lifetime—who remain in the ‘secular’ category in which it 
suited ascetic writers to place them. Severus’ letter to Misael suggests that imperial 
officials, too, could be thought of as individuals obligated and qualified to fulfill the 
demands of Christian group membership. 
 
Attempts to fashion a distinctly Christian subjectivity for those who served the state 
have been similarly peripheral to late Roman political history. This is perhaps 
surprising, given that studies often focus on the progressive synthesis of Christianity 
and imperial ideology through to the reign of Justinian (527-565) and beyond. Of 
course, ever since Constantine’s conversion, regimes had made Christian terms of 
reference one of the overlapping (and sometimes contradictory) registers through 
which they broadcast the legitimate, divinely sanctioned power of the emperor.12 By 
the time of Severus and Anastasius, representations of the emperor’s religious identity 
and his privileged relationship with the divine were becoming rather less ambiguous. 
Recent work has emphasized the intensification of the Christian ceremonial life of the 
imperial court in Constantinople across the fifth and sixth centuries, the interlocking 
competencies of imperial and ecclesiastical functionaries, and the increasing focus on 
the personal (Christian) piety and orthodoxy of the emperor in contemporary 
discourse.13 The systematizing Christian rhetoric of Justinian’s legislation, in 
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particular, has made the first half of the sixth century a recurrent recourse for 
historians seeking to take a snapshot of this transformation of the imperial office.14 
No imperial or royal capital in the West quite matched Constantinople’s ceremonial 
echo chamber, but similar processes and discourses have been identified in the actions 
and pronouncements of the western imperial court and of rulers in the first successor 
kingdoms.15 This was not the only way the legitimate power of emperors or kings 
could be understood.16 Nevertheless, this period saw the firm rooting of imperial and 
royal self-representation in Christian attitudes and cultural resources. 
 
If the effects of this transformation of late ancient political culture on officials are 
rarely considered, it is partly because well-known texts from this period present the 
ideal morality of imperial functionaries within a much more traditional set of 
parameters. Justinian’s reign saw the flourishing of classicizing bureaucratic 
discourse. The likes of John Lydus and the anonymous Dialogue on Political Science 
in Constantinople, and Cassiodorus and Boethius in Italy, thought hard about the 
correct role of a palatine official serving an autocratic regime, drawing on 
Neoplatonic philosophy and ideals of the statesman.17 As a result of its predominantly 
classical frame of reference, accounts of this political thought often portray its authors 
as dissenting voices, whether they are seen as resisting Justinian himself, his reforms, 
or their Christian ideological framework.18 But Severus’ letter to Misael suggests the 
possibility of a very different understanding of service to the imperial state in this 
period, which drew strength from broader trends towards the Christianization of the 
imperial office instead of countervailing them. The practical effects of such processes 
on the actual officials who populated these political institutions might already be 
inferred from their participation in administrative business affecting ecclesiastical 
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actors, in court ceremonial, and in the drafting, promulgation and enforcement of the 
legislation which propagated images of the emperor’s power.19 Misael’s desire to quit 
the court shows the potential for their Christian identities to affect those who served 
within it. 
 
This article considers what contemporaries thought Christian commitment meant in 
the context of political office in the early sixth century. It analyses three authors 
whose letters tackle this issue head-on, starting with Severus.  The letters preserved in 
the collection compiled (in a Syriac translation) in 669 CE by Athanasius, a presbyter 
of Nisibis, span his time as a prominent Palestinian monastic leader from the late 
490s, his tenure of episcopal office in Antioch (513-518), and his exile (518-538). A 
number address or discuss prominent Eastern imperial officials, both at court and in 
the provincial administration of Syria.20 The second is the Variae of Cassiodorus (c. 
485-585), the twelve-book collection of administrative letters from his time in the 
service of Ostrogothic regimes which the Italian senator compiled at some point in the 
late 530s, 540s or early 550s.21 The Christian formation of administrators rarely 
features in the letters which Cassiodorus wrote to and about them on behalf of 
Theoderic and his successors.22 But the role of a specifically Christian political actor 
becomes central to Cassiodorus’ own self-fashioning in the last two books of letters, 
sent under his own name as praetorian prefect. The third text is a letter of Ferrandus, a 
deacon at Carthage (fl. 510s to 540s), to Reginus, an imperial dux new in the province 
of Africa after its reintegration into the Eastern Empire in the wake of the reconquest 
of 533-534. Ferrandus responded to the latter’s request by discussing the correct 
behavior of a Christian military governor embedded in a province and a larger 
administrative hierarchy. All these letters were addressed to specific individuals, but 
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given the nature of late ancient letter writing, they were likely intended for wider 
networks of contacts around the sender, the recipient, and (later) the collector.23  
 
These texts show how, for at least some Christian writers and imperial officials in the 
early sixth century, ascetic discourse had reshaped what political service might mean. 
Severus, Cassiodorus, and Ferrandus set up the possibilities of a committed Christian 
lifestyle within the state in differing but complementary ways, rooted in the 
attainment of an idealized inner state. They use biblical exempla, concepts of 
progress, and ecclesiological ideas to frame the duties of an administrator. The 
articulation of a Christian image of governance did not require wholesale 
transformation of official agency (although these new emphases drew strength from 
officeholders’ engagement with ecclesiastical institutions). Rather, Christian cultural 
resources and presuppositions inflected pre-existing ideas about ethical 
administration. In this sense, these texts speak to the wider sixth-century debates 
about good governance which have received so much scholarly attention, only with 
biblical, canonical and patristic notions of authority supplementing and supplanting 
classical exempla and philosophical precepts. At the same time, it is clear that these 
authors saw political institutions as a specific (and not always suitable) context for 
virtuous Christian behavior. Severus and Ferrandus position Misael and Reginus—
and Cassiodorus positions himself—as rare in their capacity to translate the most 
intensive demands of Christian identity to their conduct of office. We would not 
expect these men to be representative of the imperial or royal administration as a 
whole—but, crucially, neither do they. In this sense, even if Misael, Cassiodorus and 
Reginus were unusual, they provide a sense of the impact of Christianization on the 
character of late ancient political institutions, precisely because the contemporaries 
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who discussed them also saw them as limit cases, and used them as a springboard for 
wider discussions of the conduct of those who served regimes in the sixth-century 
East, Italy, and North Africa. 
 
These authors’ geographical spread might attract comment. Histories of Christian 
political discourse often portray an essential split between Greek East and Latin West 
across late antiquity, and in the early sixth century in particular (as symbolized by the 
distance between Gelasius and Justinian’s views of the relationship between imperium 
and sacerdotium).24 Certainly, these texts show differing emphases: for example, the 
influence of Gelasius himself on Cassiodorus and City of God on Ferrandus, as 
against the more straightforwardly imperial vision of Severus. Nevertheless, I contend 
that these three authors dealt with the same basic problem and came up with similar 
answers, drawing on shared cultural resources about what made for good Christians. 
Similarities between these ‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’ writers are only to be expected, 
since all three were involved in pan-Mediterranean political and ecclesiastical 
networks. Both the westerners wrote (at least in part) for Eastern audiences. 
Ferrandus’ immediate audience was an Eastern military commander and his advice 
shows clear links to contemporary Justinianic political discourse; one of Cassiodorus’ 
likely audiences for his letter collection was the Constantinopolitan bureaucracy.25 
These texts demonstrate both the continued connectivity of the early sixth-century 
Mediterranean, and the ways in which the adoption of Christian patterns of thought 
and practice had had similar long-term consequences for the character of political 
institutions and their representatives in East and West. 
 
SEVERUS, MISAEL, AND THE EASTERN IMPERIAL STATE 
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Although Severus cast his response to Misael’s potential retirement as a rebuke, it 
seems likely that the cubicularius was open to the bishop’s persuasion, and even keen 
to have his ongoing political career portrayed in this way. When the pair’s mutual 
friend, Zachariah, a non-Chalcedonian lawyer and low-level functionary at 
Constantinople, dedicated his lives of Isaiah, Peter and Theodore to Misael, most 
likely at some point in the mid-to-late 510s, he characterized Misael’s ideal behavior 
in similar terms. Zachariah invoked the saintly triumvirate’s prayers that ‘despite the 
government of the royal bedchamber, your life might be governed virtuously, and you 
might flee entirely from the temptation of the furnace which is this place’.26 Misael 
seems to have spent most of his career in such an ambiguous state. He was banished 
to Serdica in 518, after his supposed involvement in a coup against the new 
(Chalcedonian) emperor Justin I.27 At some point after 518, the former cubicularius 
was ordained as a priest. Severus’ letters from exile to ‘Misael the deacon’ place him 
back in court circles at some point before 534, and later in service of Theodora (c. 
537) with a role looking after the finances of a non-Chalcedonian community, most 
likely those under the empress’ protection in the Palace of Hormisdas in 
Constantinople.28 John of Ephesus in his Lives of the Eastern Saints paints a familiar 
portrait of Misael’s conduct in the later years of his career, even claiming that he 
inspired two other chamberlains to adopt an ascetic lifestyle. But the narrative he 
offers is rather different to Severus’ evidence. According to John, Misael was restored 
to his former position on his return to Constantinople (some years after 518), before a 
more permanent retirement.29 Various combinations of these biographical data are 
possible.30 However these references are reconciled, what is clear from all of them is 
Misael’s continued pursuit of Christian virtue while bound up in the political 
networks of the imperial court. These subsequent developments suggest that (as we 
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might expect) Misael was exceptionally devoted to ascetic praxis and thus perhaps 
unlikely to be representative in understanding his own life course in this way. 
Nevertheless, the manner in which Severus justified his suggestion that the 
cubicularius stayed in the palace is revealing of his wider thought. The basic premises 
of this missive can be used to flesh out Severus’ depictions of the agency of various 
other key figures in the administration of the East. His perspective is essentially 
pastoral: each was to serve God, the true faith, and the church as much as possible 
according to their own capacities.31 The state was as good a place as any to do so. 
 
To justify his assertion that Misael should not renounce the world, Severus 
repackaged late ancient discourses of ascetic progress. The Antiochene bishop 
presented Misael as an individual already living ‘philosophically’ while at the 
imperial court, drawing on widespread perceptions of an ascetic life as the true 
philosophy.32 Misael became a figure with exceptional powers of self-control. Saints’ 
lives and apopthegmata often refer to desert fathers and other solitaries who, through 
the adoption of a strict ascetic regimen in isolation from the world, attained a 
sufficiently ordered interior state to return to human society. This return was 
presented as part of a duty of care, whether in terms of the acceptance of a priestly 
office or, more exceptionally, in the context of doctrinal controversies.33 The bishop 
himself made this connection, comparing Misael’s dilemma to that of two anonymous 
solitaries during the Arian controversy which he had heard from aged ascetics. This is 
a seemingly unique story in this form, though it resembles episodes in the Life of 
Antony and Theodoret’s Ecclesiastical History and Religious History.34 While living 
in the desert, the ascetics were called back to use their debating skills to refute the 
heretics, but were reluctant ‘because they clung to philosophy, and action seemed to 
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them irksome’. One put his own desires to one side and returned; the other stayed in 
the desert and suffered demonic torments until he changed his mind.35 Severus 
depicted Misael’s intention to leave the imperial court as a shirking of divine 
commands on a par with the latter’s refusal to return. Of course, in Severus’ letter, the 
cubicularius has short-circuited this stage of ascetic ‘training’, having attained a 
philosophical inner state without testing himself in the desert. 
 
This is not to say that Severus portrays the court as an ideal setting for an ascetic 
virtuoso. Instead, Misael’s continuing service is a form of suffering for his faith (as 
with the solitaries’ return to the world). A series of suitable Old Testament episodes 
are retailed as types for pious (if not exactly straightforward) political service: the 
three royal servants (including his namesake) thrown into the fiery furnace by 
Nebuchadnezzar (who gained promotions for themselves and protection for the Jews 
of Babylon), Obadiah serving Ahab (who protected one hundred prophets in the 
cave), and Joseph and the wife of his master, Potiphar, the captain of the pharaoh’s 
guard (a story whose import apparently went without saying).36 The bishop of 
Antioch used the fiery furnace in particular as a rhetorical comparison through which 
to model correct conduct.37 If those three could suffer in this way for their faith, ‘how 
then can you, when the king is pious, flee from the contest with the heretics, when 
you are goaded by a God-loving thought, and will not endure their blasphemies...?’38 
These individuals both suffering under and profitably serving tyrants present 
intriguingly awkward analogies for Misael’s contemporary context, given Anastasius’ 
(qualified) support for Severus and his uncompromisingly non-Chalcedonian allies.39 
The most plausible reading of these comparisons is as a way of gesturing towards the 
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ambivalent nature of imperial service in general. The imperial court was both an 
unsuitable and—potentially—an extremely advantageous place for an ascetic. 
 
This ambivalent characterization was designed specifically for Misael’s case, as an 
individual with an exceptional capacity for philosophia. In Severus’ other letters, 
service to the state is never portrayed as inherently problematic for a Christian. His 
overall attitude comes through most clearly in a letter sent during his stay at 
Constantinople before his episcopacy (c. 508-511) to an unspecified group of 
patricians (whether the Senate as a corporate body or particular contacts is unclear).40 
Severus’ refutation of certain accusations made against his non-Chalcedonian allies 
before Anastasius led him to discuss the pursuit of Christian ask<mac>e</mac>sis. 
‘It is in fact the custom of our fathers to look to the soul’s profit only, and, for those 
who have once taken upon themselves to practise philosophy, whether they be priests 
or whether they be kings, to lead them on through the performance of humble 
services, in order that by trampling upon pride they may imitate him who humbled 
himself for our salvation... For the correct definition of philosophy is this, that one 
imitate God as much as possible.’41 Although this statement reflects the contribution 
of an ascetic lifestyle to priestly authority, its presence in a letter addressed to senators 
does not seem coincidental. For Severus, kings (and their subordinates?) too, could 
practice philosophy—as anyone could, and should, in as far as they were able. Such a 
differentiated perspective regarding officials fits with Severus’ broader view of the 
capacities of ordinary Christians.42 In a string of letters to Eastern aristocrats about 
matters of sexual ethics from the time of his episcopate and his later period in exile, 
Severus similarly argues that each Christian must look to their own position and 
capabilities. In this sense, his approach shows a pronounced similarity to that taken by 
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John Chrysostom over a century previously, who likewise married high expectations 
of the ‘lay’ people whom he sought to counsel with a practical acceptance of greater 
latitude.43 Rather as Chrysostom (among others) had done previously, the bishop 
defends marriage as a valid state and opposes unilateral vows of continence by 
married men and women.44 From Severus’ pastoral perspective, a person’s location 
was less important than the fact of conforming to Christian norms as far as was 
possible. In the case of Misael, this meant a decidedly ascetic lifestyle; for others, 
greater moderation was potentially valid. 
 
How Severus thought this should translate into specific conduct on the part of 
individual officials in Constantinople and the Eastern provinces is less clear. 
Numerous of his extant letters discuss (directly or in passing) the agency of specific 
officials.45 But these passages are concerned less with the Christian behavior or 
interior state of these officials than with their contribution to the preservation of the 
correct faith within church and empire. The routine implication of court and 
administration in the affairs of the church resulted in a broad portfolio of activities 
which Severus presents as basically unproblematic. The bishop adduces his joint 
agency with officials in regards to legal cases involving doctrine and ecclesiastical 
discipline,46 seeks their patronage and their mediation with Anastasius,47 encourages 
them to more active enforcement of orthodoxy against heretics48, participates in 
theological discussions at their homes,49 and responds to their inquiries and 
complaints regarding clients who had sought ordination.50 Most strikingly, Severus 
notes in passing the doctrinal expertise of specific imperial contacts.51 The 
collaboration of imperial officials in ecclesiastical matters led Severus to expect their 
competence in such problems. 
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Of course, such agency within the church reflected back on their status as Christians 
just as much as Misael’s attempts at spiritual perfection, as is evident in a letter which 
Severus sent c. 515-518 to Eutychianus, the governor of Syria II.52 Severus 
complained about Eutychianus’ attendance at the consecration of a church on the 
occasion of a martyrial festival by a deposed bishop, almost certainly a Chalcedonian 
rival to the non-Chalcedonian Peter of Apamea.53 Severus rebuked the governor for 
this act, and pre-emptively defended himself against an accusation of contentiousness. 
‘I will immediately quote to you the actual canon and law of the Spirit, and you will 
know clearly that to do something like that without consideration is not without 
danger for a man who is in the service of the pious king and is the ruler of a people.’54 
Eutychianus’ status as both a subordinate of the emperor and a governor of subjects 
made the public display of his own personal ecclesiastical affiliation particularly 
important. Severus concludes the letter by showing how, in this case, the implications 
of service to an earthly king and service to God were coterminous.55 The demands 
presented by the maintenance of Christian orthodoxy could translate directly to the 
context of the imperial state, aligning the demands of imperial service and a properly 
Christian subjectivity. 
 
Unsurprisingly, Severus did not see Misael’s attainment of the heights of asceticism 
in the opulent surroundings of the imperial bedchamber in Constantinople as a model 
for imperial officials. Moreover, his presentation of the character and conduct of the 
cubicularius was related to his own desire to keep an influential supporter in a 
helpfully intimate position within the court. But the bishop of Antioch’s indication of 
Misael’s capacity to fulfill his own potential as a Christian within the palace does 
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represent a pastoral perspective which could be applied to Christian officials more 
broadly, as his earlier letter to a group of patricians suggests. Reading Severus’ letters 
as a whole leads to a paradoxical conclusion. The letter to Misael suggests that the 
imperial administration was not a place for most ascetically minded Christians: only 
superstars could maintain such a regimen of self-control in that context. And yet, it 
does appear as a suitable place for most Christians. In most of the letters, there is little 
sense of how this role might affect their behavior as a whole, although both the letter 
to the patricians and Severus’ broader ecclesiology suggests a carefully differentiated 
pastoral perspective. Nonetheless, the agency of officials within political institutions 
deeply enmeshed in the doctrinal politics of the Eastern Mediterranean led Severus to 
expect them to develop, and act according to, a sophisticated understanding of 
doctrine, discipline and ecclesiastical culture. What emerges, above all, from Severus’ 
letters is that such qualities of discernment—which we might associate more with 
bishops and archimandrites—were all but taken for granted.56 In such a context, it is 
not surprising that Severus sought to groom one of these officials, the comes Orientis 
Oecumenius, for ordination.57 If Severus did not expect imperial representatives in 
Constantinople and Syria to live like ascetics, he nevertheless saw within the state the 
possibility for officials to exercise the signal virtues of Christian authority figures. 
 
CASSIODORUS AS PRAETORIAN PREFECT 
Severus’ letters present a perspective on official agency cast almost entirely in terms 
of ecclesiastical politics and Christian cultural resources. This is perhaps not 
surprising, given that the letters preserved by Severus’ seventh-century editor—
whether or not they are representative of the bishop’s wider output—pertain almost 
exclusively to doctrine and ecclesiastical discipline. Yet it was not only former 
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solitaries and current ecclesiastical controversialists who made recourse to biblical 
exempla and ascetic discourse when thinking through the power of early sixth-century 
officeholders. In Book VI of his Variae, compiled some time between 538 and 554, 
the Italian senator Cassiodorus presents formulary letters for appointments to high 
offices within the Ostrogothic administration. The formula for the praetorian 
prefecture opens with a startling account of its first holder. 
 
If the origin of any honour is praiseworthy, if a good beginning can give 
renown to subsequent events, the praetorian prefecture may glory in such a 
founder, who is approved as most prudent according to the world and greatly 
pleasing to the divinity. For when Pharaoh the Egyptian king was troubled by 
unthinkable dreams concerning the danger of future famine, and human 
counsel could not explain such a vision, the blessed man Joseph was found, 
who could both truthfully predict the future and assist most providentially a 
people in danger. He first consecrated the insignia of this dignity... from this 
patriarch, [the praetorian prefect] is called the father of the empire even now.58 
 
Cassiodorus goes on to provide a catalogue of the duties and ideal moral formation of 
a prefect, framed within the classicizing discourse of ethical magistracy which 
permeates the collection. But he returns to his biblical exemplum for a final sign-off, 
which recalibrates the demands made of his generic prefect: ‘for if that 
aforementioned, most holy founder is recalled, to perform the dignity of the 
praetorian prefecture competently is a sort of priesthood’.59 Severus was not the only 
early sixth-century author to see Joseph at the court of Pharaoh as a paradigm for 
Christian behavior in service to an earthly regime.60 
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The Variae represent, in the first place, Cassiodorus’ contribution to a sixth-century, 
pan-Mediterranean—and decidedly classical—discourse about bureaucracy and 
political service.61 Yet this letter hints at the possibilities of a rather different 
conception of officeholding within earthly regimes. In characterizing the ideal prefect, 
Cassiodorus conjures exactly the sort of cunning Christian comparatio so 
fundamental to modern accounts of the transformation of political leadership in late 
antiquity. For many recent commentators, this fusing of classical comparison and 
biblical typology was integral to how what might be called a Christian imaginary 
came to reshape political life in the late ancient Mediterranean. Perceptive studies 
have explored the use of Old Testament patriarchs as models for emperors, bishops 
and monks.62 In this formulary letter, Cassiodorus does something similar for 
officials, just as Severus had done when reeling off biblical royal servants in his 
efforts to persuade Misael. Moreover, in conceiving of that role as quoddam 
sacerdotium, Cassiodorus suggested that the job of a bureaucrat was comparable both 
to that of a bishop and, more subtly, that of an appropriately Christian emperor or 
king, who were also often praised for their priestly qualities. 63 Such an allusion was 
particularly apt in a letter portraying the praetorian prefect as the king’s alter ego.64 
As Sam Barnish has observed, the precise implications are obscure. A maximal 
position might take Cassiodorus at his word, and suggest the ceremonial of 
appointment involved acclamation of the appointee as Joseph’s successor.65 At the 
very least, the Italian senator—like the bishop of Antioch—demonstrates that 
officeholding could be understood by contemporaries according to the dense complex 




The rest of the Variae, by and large, do not fulfill the promise of this formulary letter. 
Cassiodorus’ letter collection presents a largely traditional bureaucratic culture. This 
institutional mindset is presented as moral on its own terms, invoking classical ideas 
of the good magistrate and citizen. Such an emphasis chimed with the broader intent 
of the letters as an apologia for the regimes of Theoderic and his successors (as well 
as Cassiodorus’ participation within them), both at the time when they were originally 
sent, and for audiences in Italy and Constantinople at the time of their collection.66 
Cassiodorus’ ideal of officeholding is not without a certain Christian self-fashioning. 
As Barnish and Shane Bjornlie have rightly noted, Christian adaptations include the 
frequent invocation of a Christian God and the stress laid upon decidedly Christian 
virtues like humilitas and caritas.67 Nonetheless, his image of the functioning of 
governance only marginally and occasionally incorporates the demands of Christian 
commitment. Cassiodorus does, however, take up the possibilities of a more 
decisively Christian image of political agency within the state for one exceptional 
figure. That exceptional Christian actor was the author himself during his tenure—
perhaps not coincidentally—as praetorian prefect in Ravenna from 533-537/8.68 
These letters have received significant attention as part of Cassiodorus’ biography, as 
demonstrations of the extended run-up towards his conversion and the essential 
continuities in his thought on either side of his retirement from public office.69 Their 
contents also speak to the broader possibilities of a Christian understanding of 
officeholding in sixth-century Italy. 
 
This new emphasis comes through from Athalaric’s letter to the Senate announcing 
Cassiodorus’ appointment, presumably ghostwritten by the latter (Variae 9.25). The 
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Ostrogothic king praised his new prefect for a string of traditional political virtues, 
including moderation and control of emotions, a severity checked by mercy, and 
liberality. Athalaric portrayed the extent of these qualities as resulting from 
Cassiodorus’ biblical formation. ‘Consequently, reading Scripture (diuina lectio) has 
consolidated those mores, since a person is always well governed, if heavenly fear is 
opposed to human instincts. For from this the manifest recognition of all virtues 
arises; from this wisdom is salted by the savour of truth, thus he is made humble in all 
things, whom heavenly doctrine imbues.’70 The virtuous political conduct of the new 
appointee was rooted in his attainment of a particular state of self-government 
oriented around Scripture, a project central to the regimens of late ancient Christian 
ascetics.71 Letters of Cassiodorus on behalf of Athalaric’s successor Theodahad 
similarly point to such reading as an adornment of royal power, and biblical exempla 
as an inspiration for its correct usage. Addresses to the Senate and city of Rome 
claimed that the king’s readings of Kings had helped to form him as a ruler.72 For 
Cassiodorus, Joseph, the (supposed) first holder of his office, appears as a recurring 
referent, including in a lengthy comparison of his own decision-making in a time of 
food shortage in the city of Rome with that of the patriarch during famine in Egypt.73 
Like Severus in his letter to Misael, Cassiodorus showed how one of the basic tasks of 
a committed Christian—reflection upon Scripture—could transfer to a position of 
government. 
 
The import of this Christian formation for government is given sharpest definition in 
Cassiodorus’ letter to John, bishop of Rome, announcing his appointment as prefect in 
533 (Variae 11.2). Cassiodorus attributes his new post to a surprising source. ‘I must 
beseech you, most blessed father, that the joy which, by God’s generosity, I have 
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obtained through you, I may know to be preserved for me by your prayers.’74 
Cassiodorus put to one side the rather more mundane reality of his appointment by the 
regime of Athalaric and Amalasuintha; the bishop of Rome’s intercessions had gained 
him his office from God. In fact, Cassiodorus makes continual reference to this 
pastoral relationship. John was Cassiodorus’ ‘father’. Their spiritual kinship was 
supposed to have a direct bearing on his political agency: Cassiodorus was a ‘palatine 
judge’ but also John’s ‘disciple’; he would strive to be ‘such a judge as the Catholic 
Church sends out as a son’.75 We can imagine that the bishop of Rome would have 
been particularly receptive to Cassiodorus’ portrayal of his pastoral and moral 
subordination. It reflected back to John aspects of papal ideology stressed by bishops 
of Rome for decades. Since Leo, letters from holders of that see had addressed 
emperors and kings as their sons.76 The potential moral authority which this paternal 
relationship implied was made manifest by Gelasius in his letter to Emperor 
Anastasius of 494, when he famously characterized the superiority of episcopal 
auctoritas over imperial potestas in terms of the bishop’s fearsome duty to stand 
surety for the emperor’s soul before God at the Last Judgement.77 By Cassiodorus’ 
day, such paternal language may have bordered on the routine for political actors 
writing to bishops of Rome. Letters sent between prominent Eastern officials and 
Hormisdas as part of efforts to resolve the Acacian schism in the late 510s, and 
preserved in the Collectio Avellana, set up a similar father/son relationship.78 By 
alluding to the success of John’s prayers in gaining him the prefecture and the 
bishop’s continuing intercessions on his behalf, Cassiodorus appropriated the Roman 




Simultaneous status as papal disciple and palatine judge in Ravenna required a certain 
interior state. The new prefect prayed for divine inspiration in his new role. ‘May that 
rational force of the soul give me counsel… may that which shines with the light of 
heaven illumine me.’79 Cassiodorus used the contemporary language of ascetic 
conversion to describe an inward turning towards God.80 The distinctly ascetic cast to 
his ideal future administrative conduct is obvious from another exhortation: ‘may holy 
virtue guard me even among her gifts, since when I receive her favours, I then endure 
the deadlier wiles of the ancient adversary.’81 Cassiodorus envisaged his performance 
of office as involving the temptations of the devil. This is precisely the challenge late 
ancient monastic rules, lives of holy men and letters to committed Christians 
emphasize as the day-to-day trial of monks and ascetics.82 Once again, Cassiodorus 
transferred it to his conduct as praetorian prefect in Ravenna. 
 
In a contemporaneous letter announcing his appointment to ‘diverse bishops’ within 
the Ostrogothic kingdom, Cassiodorus made clear the practical implications of his 
desired Christian judicial ethics (Variae 11.3). Having sought the bishop’s prayers to 
God that ‘he might make an inoffensive judge, lest he should condemn an errant one’ 
(11.3.2), Cassiodorus also sought their practical aid in both helping and overseeing his 
subordinates in the civil administration: routine duties for sixth-century bishops in 
societies across the Mediterranean.83 Rather like Gelasius, the praetorian prefect used 
these responsibilities to set up a symbiotic relationship between bishops and agents of 
the state.84 ‘May the bishop teach, lest the judge might find something which he might 
punish. The administration of innocence has been given to you. But if your preaching 
does not put a stop (to something), it is necessary that penal action takes over.’85 This 
passage provides a sense that, even as the ‘public’ careers of bishops and ‘secular’ 
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officials were converging, the institutional contexts and cultures of state and church 
required different forms of behavior from Christians. A general amnesty sent out by 
Cassiodorus during his tenure as prefect makes the same point forcefully.86 
Cassiodorus justified this act of judicial clemency through the fallen state of 
humanity. Everyone sinned; since the judge, too would require divine clemency, he 
should imitate it. Yet this judicial clemency is exceptional: a limited time offer for the 
duration of a Christian festival (most likely, Easter).87 The letter’s graphic 
descriptions of torture, imprisonment and punishment make clear the usual practice 
during the rest of the year. The degree to which the necessities of state continued to 
impinge on Cassiodorus and his conduct of office is significant. It does not seem a 
coincidence that Cassiodorus was most able to present his official agency in terms of 
his Christian identity in his letter to the bishop of Rome; in that context he was able to 
root himself more firmly within the ecclesia as well as the state. As Barnish has 
astutely put it, Cassiodorus, ‘like Augustine, seems to isolate the Christian in his role 
as public servant from secular structures, flawed and transitory’.88   
 
It is, of course, possible that this image of an ascetic bureaucrat was the result of 
retrospective autobiographical concerns: a gloss on his later years in office applied 
during his rather ambiguous middle years at Constantinople (c. 540-554)—no longer 
an agent of the Ostrogothic state, not yet living in monastic retirement on his estates 
at Vivarium.89 Bjornlie has plausibly argued that the Variae were compiled in this 
crucial period of transition, and that this process of compilation could have involved 
the rewriting of the letters.90 Certainly, the language of ethical formation from the 
letter to John recurs in De anima, and the image of Joseph as praetorian prefect 
features in the Expositio Psalmorum, produced in these years.91 Yet there is no 
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particular reason why this self-presentation could not be contemporary. It accords 
well with what we know of the overlap of elite and ecclesiastical culture in early 
sixth-century Italy.92 In his letters, Ennodius of Pavia similarly strove to inflect the 
traditional elite life course of education and public office with the language and 
thought world of Christian piety.93 Such a context implies that the wider Italo-Roman 
elite might see such Christian self-fashioning as a means of legitimating the wielding 
of power. After all, when Cassiodorus framed both his (and Theodahad’s) conduct in 
terms of devoted attention to Scripture, he did so in letters directed to the Roman 
Senate.94 
 
In the final analysis, the Variae leave us with a similarly mixed picture to that of 
Severus’ letters. A number of Cassiodorus’ letters regarding his tenure as praetorian 
prefect paint a remarkable picture of an ascetically-minded Christian in office. These 
letters suggest something important about their wider audiences within the Italo-
Roman elite and the Constantinopolitan bureaucracy. Cassiodorus clearly expected at 
least some among these constituencies to react favorably to his distinctive self-
presentation and the close connection between Christian and administrative ethics 
which it took for granted. Nevertheless, other letters from this period retain the 
essentially classicizing patina of the collection as a whole. In that sense, the effects of 
Christian identity appear in the Variae as an intermittently totalizing discourse, 
occasionally featuring as the universal referent for ethical conduct before 
disappearing once again.95 Cassiodorus does not generally seem to have expected his 
colleagues to be receptive to such presentation of their own authority when he wrote 
to order them to deploy it. Instead, he seems to have expected them to maintain a 
much more traditional sense of legitimate political conduct, only now under the 
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umbrella of divine providence. In this context, it seems that Cassiodorus wanted to 
present himself as an exceptional political actor, within an elite milieu of Christians 
happy both to integrate and to trumpet their classical inheritance. The Variae show 
both the possibilities and the limits of a decisively Christian political agency in sixth-
century Italy. 
 
FERRANDUS AND REGINUS 
Cassiodorus portrayed a self-consciously Christian official as exceptional within an 
institutional culture ideally shaped by classical political morality. At about the same 
time that the Italian praetorian prefect was broadcasting his appointment, on the other 
side of the Tyrrhenian Sea, the Carthaginian deacon Ferrandus set out a similar 
portrayal of an exceptional Christian official, although this time, within a state 
marked by sinful practices. An imperial dux named Reginus had written to Ferrandus’ 
mentor, Fulgentius of Ruspe, to seek ‘a spiritual rule (regula) for one occupied by 
military affairs’.96 The two had previously corresponded about Christ’s 
incorruptibility.97 Since Fulgentius died before he could respond, Ferrandus took up 
his mantle with self-conscious reluctance.98 Reginus’ ignorance of Fulgentius’ death 
(c. 533) provides the best indication of the letter’s approximate date: the immediate 
aftermath of the reconquest of 533-534.99 Ferrandus stuck closely to the terms of 
Reginus’ request, providing seven ‘rules of integrity’ (regulae innocentiae).100 
 
1. Believe that the aid of the grace of God is necessary for you in all your 
actions, saying with the apostle, ‘by the grace of God I am what I am’ (1 Cor 
15.10). 
2. Your life should be a mirror, where your soldiers see how they ought to act. 
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3. Do not strive to lord it over others, but to be useful. 
4. Love the commonwealth like yourself. 
5. Place divine things before human ones. 
6. Do not be too just. [That is, do not simply decide a case on its merits, but 
practise mercy.] 
7. Remember you are a Christian.101 
Ferrandus elaborates these seven rules over a substantial letter of 20 chapters (23 
columns in the Patrologia Latina). 
 
With the exception of an important discussion by Kate Cooper, this intriguing text has 
received little to no scholarly attention.102 It is easy to see why: the writing of a quasi-
monastic rule for a military commander might seem like a rather recondite exercise. 
And yet, Ferrandus’ letter shows a sustained desire to make this model plausible and 
practical. Traces of the specific situation of an Eastern dux in 530s North Africa can 
be identified. Ferrandus’ references to the need to restore a province or 
commonwealth that had collapsed may allude to the military crises of the last years of 
the Vandal kingdom and the first of the new Byzantine dispensation,103 or reflect the 
Justinianic propaganda of restoration.104 In discussing the rule ‘place divine things 
before human ones’, Ferrandus repeatedly mentions the presence of heretics in the 
army and the province, while providing an explicitly anti-Arian creedal statement.105 
Such features make sense in terms of the previous century of political support for 
Homoian Christianity in the African provinces, and the presence of ‘Arian’ soldiers in 
the occupying armies.106 The deacon’s detailed advice on ‘civil’ matters like justice 
and tax collection also accord with the practical overlap of civilian and military 
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competences in the reconquered province.107 Ferrandus’ letter provides a plausible 
guide to Christian governance ‘on the ground’ for his correspondent. 
 
In fact, it is possible that Ferrandus had in mind the demands made by Justinian on 
Africa’s new civil and military administrators in edicts promulgated in April 534. 
These laws setting up provincial administration in the new diocese of Africa took in 
many of the same themes: concern for the state of the province, avoidance of 
corruption (especially in terms of tax collection and the actions of subordinates), and 
the ethical responsibility of officials towards God.108 These common themes may 
simply represent shared complaints about official corruption. Yet even if Justinian’s 
laws of April 534 did not directly influence the deacon, it is striking that his text 
mapped on so closely to the imperial regime’s expectations of its administrators. Like 
Cassiodorus’ Variae, Ferrandus’ letter lines up with contemporary debates about 
ethical governance in Justinianic Constantinople. 
 
Specific aspects of the government of Africa in the 530s may feature, but Ferrandus’ 
intent in this letter was much more general. As Cooper has described, he makes a set 
of demands for the Christian dux comparable to advice received by earlier ascetically-
minded aristocrats in the late ancient West.109 Like aristocrats who had chosen to give 
up worldly life, Reginus was supposed to attribute his achievements to God (rule 1) 
and set an example for his dependents (rule 2: both his household and his soldiers).110 
What marked this missive out from those earlier conduct letters was Reginus’ agency 
within the imperial state as well as the household. To set out how a Christian official 
might act in service of the common good, Ferrandus reappropriated discourses of 
ethical magistracy and ideal citizenship which had been taken over by apologists to 
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legitimize various forms of Christian life course: those of ordinary Christians, 
bishops, monks and even martyrs.111 His Christian official was a composite of all of 
these roles, cast in the light of Latin Christian political discourse and, above all, 
concepts and concerns derived from Augustine. 
 
The transfer of virtuous Christian conduct to the commander’s headquarters was far 
from straightforward. Ferrandus made the problematic ethics of Christian political 
service clear from his first lines. Before answering the request, Ferrandus established 
a basic taxonomy of men as social creatures (and while their gender and status are not 
marked, it is obvious that it is elite males like Reginus whom the deacon had in 
mind). 
 
For one engaged in the trials of a social life, it soon comes about that, as a 
rational person, he loses the ignorance of youth, and he either begins to serve 
God or the world (saeculum), illustrious dux Reginus. About this the apostle 
Paul says, ‘No-one serving God should involve himself in secular matters’ (2 
Tim 2.4)... Therefore the two types of service signify two types of soldiers: 
bodily service obliges some to work with the world (laborare cum mundo), 
according to the will of an earthly king; spiritual service leads others to 
heavenly camps through the benevolent grace of the heavenly emperor.112  
 
In setting up this dichotomy between those who served the emperor and those who 
served God, Ferrandus played on the rich semantic range of ‘service’ (militia) in late 
antiquity. He opposed its use for a subordinate of an emperor or king in any form of 
administrative role (military or civilian) to its frequent deployment as an evocative 
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description of the various forms of Christian behavior undertaken by ‘soldiers of 
Christ’.113 Ferrandus elaborates this essential contrast through a series of antitheses.  
 
Secular soldiers are held liable to various passions and desires; soldiers of God 
crucify their flesh with sins and desires. The first are nourished by feasts; the 
second by virtues. The first try to take things from others; the second seek 
either to lose their own things patiently or to pay them out mercifully. The first 
pay attention to their own benefit; the second to the common good 
(utilitatibus... communibus).114  
 
(And nine more oppositions follow.) Drawing on centuries of apologetic, the deacon 
portrayed Christians as the true fulfillment of ideals of citizenship, and used the 
stereotypical moral bankruptcy of imperial officials to widen the gap between the life 
courses of those who ‘worked with the world’ and those who ‘inhabited heavenly 
camps’. The renunciation of the world—‘spiritual service’—was (paradoxically) the 
best way for human beings to inhabit it. 
 
If Reginus—and the reader of this article—might be wondering at this point how 
exactly that would help a Christian serving in an earthly militia, Ferrandus (finally) 
blurs his distinction. The imperial state was not simply made up of earthly soldiers. 
 
Whenever the hidden dispensation of the most pious creator has given the 
power of judging and administering the earthly commonwealth to those 
hearing and obeying this salubrious admonition [i.e. 1 John 2.15-17: ‘Do not 
love the world, nor those things which are in the world’ etc], because of them 
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the army of the world [militia saeculi: i.e. the collectivity of those serving the 
state] is not filled with graver sins.115 
 
Divine providence ensured those engaged in spiritual service could also be part of the 
imperial state. The Augustinian framing is only too apparent here, as in the division 
into two types of people and the reference to Babylon and Jerusalem as the ‘cities’ 
they served.116 In City of God, Augustine stressed that Christians were supposed to 
live in the world in such a way as to keep the heavenly city in mind, a mindset he also 
encouraged in his letters to representatives of the imperial state in the African 
provinces and at Ravenna.117 Implicit references run throughout the text. Reginus was 
supposed to do ‘nothing forbidden by the laws or contrary to the custom of a city or 
gens, though only if that custom does not injure religion’.118 He was supposed ‘not to 
lord it over others, but to be useful’ (rule 3), appropriating Augustine’s injunction 
against (specifically episcopal) pride.119 Ferrandus returns to Augustine’s framing of 
the future existence of Christians in the heavenly city as the truly happy life (beata 
uita) in City of God in the final sentence of the letter.120 If Reginus obeyed the seventh 
rule, ‘remember you are a Christian’, he might ‘deserve to live happily both in this 
age and in the next, where the perpetual empire (perpetuus principatus) will be given 
to all Christian commanders’.121 As in Augustine’s earlier advice—and Severus and 
Cassiodorus’ near-contemporary treatments—to serve God while serving an earthly 
emperor required a particular ethical orientation and inner state. 
 
What makes Ferrandus’ account more than a simple recapitulation of Augustine is the 
degree to which he takes on board the bishop of Hippo’s portrayal of the mixed body 
of the two cities on earth as a model for understanding the collectivity of those 
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serving the state in particular, rather than simply a way of conceiving of Christians in 
general (if one rooted in classical ideas of the statesman).122 The deacon’s 
characterization of the ‘soldiers of the world’ and ‘soldiers of Christ’ shows the 
distance of his North Africa from that of Augustine, whose characterization of the 
earthly city was, at least in part, a vehicle for attacks on traditional Roman religion.123 
Ferrandus portrayed the state as an institution which saw the intermingling of more or 
less sinful Christians. Men like Reginus were not representative, and the benefit they 
brought was crucially circumscribed by the essentially negative activities of their 
colleagues. In this sense, Ferrandus’ view of the culture of the state might seem closer 
to that of Salvian who, in his On the Governance of God, was keen both to document 
the iniquities of Roman officials and to generalize from them to the Roman state as a 
whole.124 Certainly, his picture of the state resembles Salvian’s ecclesiology, neatly 
characterized by David Lambert: ‘a church divided into two groups, a minority of 
sincere Christians, and a majority that is guilty of sustained, willful disobedience to 
God.’125 Yet unlike Salvian, Ferrandus did not allow for a previous time in which the 
emperor’s servants had provided an idealized manly agency.126 This leads to a certain 
resignation. The dux was useful (rule 3) when he averted the excessive and 
debilitating fiscal exactions caused by corrupt practices: most notably, sale of services 
and false reports of prosperity. Ferrandus exhorts Reginus to offer accurate reports up 
the chain of command, and not to attempt to curry favour by claiming that all was 
good on his watch. Incorrect information about the yields of the province would make 
his administration look good, but increase the tax burden of the ‘poor provincials’. 127 
Ferrandus’ optimus dux can break with the norms of the imperial state, but the best he 




Like Severus and Cassiodorus, Ferrandus saw the maintenance of an appropriate 
relationship with ecclesiastical authority figures and agency on behalf of the true faith 
as key characteristics of a virtuous imperial official. He discussed these activities at 
greatest length as part of rule 5 (‘place divine things before human ones’). Like 
Cassiodorus, Ferrandus portrayed his ideal political servant as a member of the 
church. The dux was to maintain a respectful and occasionally subordinate 
relationship with ecclesiastical authority figures. He would be placing human things 
before divine ones if he dared ‘to teach the church—although a commander, yet still a 
disciple of the church.’128 Ferrandus recommended that Reginus ‘consult bishops with 
your neck bent’.129 This was precisely the posture which Gelasius had advised to 
Anastasius four decades previously, although Ferrandus most likely derived his own 
version from a discussion of the ideal Christian emperor by his mentor, Fulgentius.130 
Reginus, like Cassiodorus, was to act as a disciple of the church while engaged in 
administration, entailing respect for ecclesiastical jurisdiction and the role of bishops 
in the governance of Africa. At the same time, putting divine things before human 
ones involved Reginus in a much wider portfolio of salutary activities.131 It was the 
dux’s duty to prevent sin on the part of soldiers and subjects, and even to preach 
correct doctrine to them (insofar as he was able). In this way, Reginus was presented 
as an autonomous agent for the diffusion of Catholic Christianity and the reformation 
of individual Christian souls, as a figure of almost episcopal pastoral authority. The 
deacon envisages a series of contexts where Reginus might need to stand up for the 
true faith: as commander of heretical soldiers in his army unit; when travelling to a 
region where there were few or no orthodox Christians; discovering heretics among 
his subordinates; receiving orders from superiors who disagreed with the true faith. In 
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the context of the latter, Reginus was supposed to be ready for martyrdom.132 This 
consideration of orders (presumably) from the court at Constantinople is particularly 
interesting in the light of Ferrandus’ later involvement in the Three Chapters 
Controversy and advocacy of resistance to Justinian’s attempts to produce doctrinal 
uniformity.133 As in the actions taken by Severus’ doctrinally informed official 
correspondents, maintenance of the correct faith resulted, in part, from the (semi-
autonomous) decision-making of the emperor’s most prominent subordinates. 
 
The dux’s difficulties were characterized not just in terms of the sins and errors of his 
colleagues, but also more essential problems of earthly government. In the seventh 
and final rule, ‘Remember you are a Christian’, Ferrandus recalled the key biblical 
teachings which Reginus had to follow, including some familiar precepts. The dux 
was supposed to turn the other cheek, walk an extra mile with one forcing him, and 
love his enemies.134 This was not the first time such injunctions to peace, love, mercy 
and forgiveness had been discussed in the context of service to late Roman state. They 
were precisely the ‘teachings of Christ’ at stake in the questions posed to Augustine 
by the skeptical senatorial aristocrat Volusianus c. 412/413.135 Volusianus asked how 
the governor of a Roman province could turn the other cheek (and so on), questions 
which would lead Augustine to a developed account of the dilemmas of the judge in 
City of God.136 In his more immediate epistolary response to Volusianus, Augustine 
set out a sweeping counter-factual, where the realization of a fully Christian political 
agency along the lines of the Gospel injunctions would require the rest of society to 
become similarly (indeed, implausibly) Christianized. Ferrandus, too, was pragmatic. 
The deacon pushed for Reginus to avoid executing criminals, but stopped short of 
forbidding him from doing so.137 If Reginus had to deal with a majority of heretical 
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soldiers, Ferrandus’ (studiously ambiguous) advice was to ‘rely on the strongest men 
so that, should the grace of God provide (gratia dei respexerit), you might make all 
the strongest soldiers Catholics and dismiss a few heretics’.138 No alternative action 
was suggested for the eventuality that divine providence did not intervene. 
 
At the start of the text, Ferrandus provided a litany of disavowals of his own capacity 
to meet Reginus’ requests, which included his lack of relevant experience. ‘Behold, I 
am bound by the chains of ecclesiastical service (militiae ecclesiasticae uincula), I am 
unconnected to secular cares.’139 And yet, his clear-sighted take on the problems of 
misadministration and the demands placed on an individual administrator by their 
connections to superiors, colleagues and subordinates gives the lie to this claim. 
Ferrandus’ rule for a military commander should be taken much more seriously as a 
text of late ancient political thought and a product of the age of Justinian. The main 
lines of his account can be traced back to Augustine. Ferrandus took from the bishop 
of Hippo ways to characterize both the institutional culture of the state as a whole and 
the correct agency of an individual Christian within it. Both his general debt to City of 
God and his appropriation of specific passages locate him within wider intellectual 
networks of the period. Ferrandus was just one of a number of Christian authors in the 
fifth- and sixth-century West who entered into dialogue with Augustine’s work as 
they thought about earthly authority in a variety of social contexts—not just that of 
‘secular’ government.140 At the same time, what the Carthaginian deacon supplied 
Reginus is not simply a light revision of advice for monks or priests. His letter really 
is a ‘rule’ for an imperial functionary: it strives to fashion a Christian subjectivity for 
someone involved in the practical business of government. The ethical demands it 
makes correlate with the demands of Justinian’s regime on provincial officials, both 
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in Africa and beyond. By framing it as a regula, Ferrandus opens up the possibility 
that this individual advice could be ‘scaled up’—that is, that the greater mass of those 
serving the imperial state could adopt this ideal Christian administrative habitus. And 
yet, building on Augustine’s political thought in City of God and his letters to imperial 
officials, this does not seem to have been his expectation. Ferrandus characterized the 
late Roman state in its most dystopian terms: as a locus for corruption, oppression, 
favouritism and self-interest. In that sense, Ferrandus’ text is the most pessimistic of 
the early sixth-century views of the Christian state discussed in this article. In the 
letter to Reginus, the truly Christian political servant is exceptional within a body of 
officials whose institutional culture was essentially inimical both to Christian 
commitment and to the common good. Nevertheless, despite this contrast, 
Ferrandus—like Severus and Cassiodorus—highlighted the potential to combine 
Christian virtue with service to the imperial state. 
 
CONCLUSION 
In the important essay on ‘Ascetic Closure and the End of Antiquity’ from which I 
took the rhetorical question in my title, Averil Cameron explores the compatibility of 
ascetic discourse with the central presuppositions of late ancient and Byzantine 
governance. For Cameron, such an ideological fit helps to explain the apparent 
shutting down of the ‘secular’ at the end of antiquity and the Byzantine state’s 
increasing concern for orthodoxy and uniformity.141 This article has sought to trace a 
different product of the compatibility of Christian regimes of self-control with wider 
patterns in the political culture of late antiquity: efforts to reframe what it meant to 
serve an earthly regime using the cultural resources of ascetic discourse. Major 
differences of intellectual formation and socio-political context separated Severus, 
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Cassiodorus, and Ferrandus. Yet all three thought through what it meant to be a 
committed Christian within early sixth-century political institutions, drawing on both 
shared and distinct traditions of Christian thought. For Severus, the necessity of 
Misael’s continued service resulted from his realization of philosophia in the imperial 
bedchamber and the requirement for all Christians to seek virtue insofar as they could. 
Cassiodorus’ virtuous Christian agency was occasioned by contemplation of Scripture 
and awareness of his place within the church. Ferrandus, meanwhile, characterized 
Reginus’ ideal behavior through an Augustinian sense of how Christians might live in 
the world and deploy earthly authority (inside and outside political institutions). 
Although they diverged in the specifics, each author set out the possibilities of a 
decisively Christian understanding of such roles. They show that the duties of 
officials, and in particular their contact with ecclesiastical institutions, might require 
them to think about their roles in terms of their Christian identities. The letters of 
Severus, Cassiodorus, and Ferrandus demonstrate how—at least for some people, 
some of the time—Christian morality inflected the administrative culture of the state, 
and contemporary debates about good government within the Constantinopolitan 
bureaucratic cadre and beyond.  
 
Of course, these letter-writers saw obvious limits on the possibility or acceptability of 
recasting individual officeholders or service to the state in Christian terms. These 
limits partly derived from mismatches between committed Christian behavior and the 
culture of political institutions. Such problems are most obvious in Ferrandus’ letter to 
Reginus, which imports the hostility of Christian apologetic and Augustine’s 
ecclesiology of the ‘two cities’ into his advice for the dux. For Ferrandus, milites 
Christi were both a minority and uncharacteristic actors within the militia. Although, 
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in general, Cassiodorus is much more positive in his picture of the activities of the 
state and its representatives, some of his letters reflect an understanding of the state as 
a problematic context for Christians, not least his portrayal of a division of functions 
(reform and punishment) with bishops. Severus shows the greatest possibility of 
conceiving of the state as a whole as a Christian body (partly because of the less 
problematic combination of service to emperor and God in the Greek East). Still, 
there are traces of a more hostile view of the state in his depiction of the court of 
Anastasius as a site of martyrdom for Misael. The limits to these accounts of the 
ascetic statesman were not simply about suspicion of the ‘world’ in general and the 
(post-)Roman state in particular. They also stemmed from the decisions of all three 
authors to leave space for more integrative versions of political agency. Cassiodorus’ 
letters evince an expectation that ethical norms articulated in a more traditional 
fashion were more suitable either for political agency in general, or for the recipients 
of his letters. The essentially classical morality of the Variae was nonetheless set in 
the context of divine providence and, occasionally, bracketed by references to 
doctrina caelestis and diuina lectio. Severus permitted varying individual capacities 
to fulfill Christian demands. Ferrandus was much more categorical in his division of 
the state into ‘soldiers of the world’ and ‘soldiers of Christ’. Yet even he left space for 
the necessary violation of basic Christian commandments. In their combination of 
high standards and rather lower expectations, these letters deploy the rhetorical 
strategies of the much wider body of literature which sought to articulate what a 
Christian identity should actually mean in practice for the people who increasingly 
came to be called the ‘laity’.142 
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Although their appeals to inner states and generic virtues may sometimes seem 
divorced from the actual business of government, these letters were not simply 
theoretical discussions. They reflect real changes in their authors’ societies, not least, 
the various processes often aggregated by modern historians under the heading of 
Christianization. The compound forms of Christian political agency set out in these 
texts show trace elements of attempts to account for the involvement of bishops and 
other Christian authority figures in the ordering of society, the emergence of priestly 
office or monastic leadership as a parallel ‘public’ career path, and the concomitant 
infusion of Christian piety into elite lifestyles. The complex integration of Christian 
patterns of thought into the lives of sixth-century aristocrats—their decisions about 
education, property, and sexual ethics—is now well known.143 By imagining the 
everyday lives and dilemmas of Christian officials in the imperial bedchamber, the 
bureau of the praetorian prefect, or the headquarters of a military commander, these 
texts allow us to begin to trace their implications for another, central aspect of the life 
course of an elite male. Above all, the letters of Severus, Cassiodorus, and Ferrandus 
show how sixth-century ideas of governance had been reshaped by a set of processes 
common to Constantinople, Syria, Italy, and North Africa. 
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